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Putting the power  
of BC blueberries  
into every day.

Powered by nature. The new BC 
blueberry campaign is ready to pick.

Built on good roots.

Eight months ago, the seeds were planted for a new, 

bolder way to reposition BC’s highbush blueberries 

throughout western Canada and the world. Now, this new 

campaign is getting ready to launch for spring and 

summer 2018. Here’s your quick guide to the strategies 

and media you can expect to see in market, and some 

ways you can bring even more power to the program.

There are a lot of complex issues and 

opportunities in our blueberry industry. 

Before doing any campaign design, the 

BC Blueberry Council and their 

marketing agency partners engaged in 

 a series of interviews, industry queries, 

 market research and category analysis 

to understand the context for today’s 

growers, processors and buyers. The 

team looked at target markets, food 

trends, local and international issues and 

the available media landscape. They 

wanted to make sure the brand promise 

was built on the best strengths of our 

product, our location and our people.

The health and nutrition 
evidence is clear: a diet 
rich in blueberries has 
amazing benefits. Helping 
people remember to enjoy 
BC blueberries every day 
is good for everyone.
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A strategy for growth.

BC holds the key.

 

Every campaign needs goals. BC blueberries needed a positioning that would 

resonate not just for our growers, but for moms, chefs, international buyers, 

the media and more. At its root level, the campaign needed to do four things:

1.  Create a fun and engaging brand idea we can own 

and become famous for

2.  Deliver brand benefits that our consumer and trade 

audiences will find very relevant

3.  Differentiate BC blueberries from wild blueberries 

and blueberries from other countries

4.  Support incremental sales of fresh and frozen 

blueberries

Living in one of the ‘best places on 

earth’, it can be easy to overlook some 

of our finest assets. But as BC 

blueberries were compared and 

contrasted with the competition, it 

became clear that our farm locations, 

soil, and even the fresh BC climate  

itself were important advantages. 

Anju Gill, executive director of the 

BCBC, says this province’s spectacular 

nature is an energizing force for all 

crops, especially the blueberry.  

“BC’s rich soils and moderate climate 

create perfect growing conditions for 

our highbush blueberries,” she says. 

“Every berry grown and harvested by 

our more than 600 growers brings this 

energy and natural vitality to recipes, 

tables, kitchens and berry lovers in all  

of our major markets.”

Powered by nature.  
Three words that pack a punch.

The new tagline for BC blueberries is like a Swiss  

Army knife – it can be used to great effect in almost  

any situation. 

Firstly, the blueberries themselves are 

powered by BC’s rich soils, fertile valleys 

and clear waters. Showing this 

spectacular nature to the world adds 

immediate value to our product. 

As well, each berry itself is packed with 

antioxidants, fibre and natural goodness. 

Research clearly shows that more and 

more people are shopping with health in 

mind. Reminding them of the power of 

blueberries will naturally help build sales.

Consumers who focus on health can also 

be Powered by nature, whether they use 

BC blueberries to fuel a yoga session, a 

mountain bike ride or a day at the lake 

with the kids. 

What’s more, our growers and processors 

are also Powered by nature, working with 

high growing standards and world-class 

food safety systems to bring these 

amazing crops to the world.
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Media - Taking the power to the people.

Taking BC blueberries from Awareness to Action.

With a strong strategy and positioning 

line, the challenge now becomes one 

of voice. In a busy world, how do we 

create awareness, drive more visitors  

to the BCblueberry.com website, and 

create more engagement with our 

message and programs?

Refreshing the BCblueberries.com 

website was a logical start. Viewers  

are welcomed by a bold homepage 

design showing that BC is actually the 

best blueberry growing environment in 

the known universe. Throughout the 

rest of the site, the natural power of  

BC blueberries is highlighted through 

health articles, recipes and imagery  

that shows our province and product  

at its best.

The site has been rewritten with strong 

keywords for SEO (Search Engine 

Optimization) which dovetails with a 

targeted campaign of AdWords and 

Search Engine Marketing.

To further drive awareness and website 

visits, the Watershed Communications 

Group and its media partners sharpened 

their pencils to get presence in both 

digital and traditional media. The 

campaign is designed in two phases – 

a spring flight in April/May to promote 

frozen blueberries, and a summer flight 

in July/August to promote fresh 

blueberries, U-Pick and direct farm 

sales.

Digital ads on social media sites and 

targeted websites show animated BC 

blueberries literally powering 

everything from standup paddling to 

bike rides and more, with versions 

featuring both frozen and fresh formats.

Promotional radio reinforces our 

Powered by nature brand positioning 

and reaches people in their homes, 

cars, and beyond.  
Media sites and stations were carefully chosen to 

reach select high-value target markets:

      • Moderate blueberry users & fruit lovers

       • Primary: Women 24-44

       • Secondary: Women 45+ and Millennials

Our main media partners are Bell Media and Virgin  

& QM radio (Vancouver/Calgary) who have brought a 

strong package of programs to the table, including:

      • On-air Giveaways 

       • Online Contest Pages

       • On-air Contest Promos

       • Social Media Updates

       • On-air Grand Prize  
          Announcements

       • Brandsell Ads

 
The media buy is tiered 

to reach areas in priority; 

Tier 1 –  
Vancouver, 

Lower Mainland,  
Victoria & Calgary; 

Tier 2 –  
Add Kelowna, Kamloops, 

Edmonton, Victoria;  

Tier 3 –  
All Western Canada.

Radio (promotion)

Digital Display Ads

Social Media Advertising

Search Engine Marketing

Public Relations

Social Media Community/Content

DecisionAwareness Consideration Intent

A phased media approach leads consumers from thinking about  
BC blueberries to making them part of their daily diet.

Above: Animated ads 
bring the ‘Powered by 
nature’ campaign to life 
online, showing how 
fresh and frozen  
BC blueberries can 
energize every day.
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BC blueberries and the power of social.

From campaign to long-term partnerships.

Bringing more power to the store shelf.

No modern communication strategy 

would be complete without leveraging 

the potential of social media. The 

Powered by nature campaign will 

refresh the BC blueberry Facebook and 

Instagram feeds with inspiring imagery, 

recipes, health articles and user 

generated content. Key influencers in 

the food, health and lifestyle space will 

be targeted with specific messaging 

and sharing opportunities. As the 

campaign progresses, response and 

data are tracked for fine tuning our 

creative messages. Follow us and share 

the power yourself!

The true strength of this rebranding can go beyond a single media campaign or 

season. Working with our trade partners, Powered by nature will provide the 

opportunity to leverage BC blueberry growth for many years to come. Here are  

just a few examples:

      1.  Partner with large grocery marketing and category 
managers to share merchandising and promotion ideas

      2.  Identifying BC blueberries in the freezer case - include 
BC blueberries logo on bags, freezer door or shelf cards

      3.  Tap into shoppers’ interest in ‘buy local’ for fresh and 
frozen promotions

      4.  Securing co-promotions from major store chains

      5.  Approach store-brand private labels to include new 
BC blueberries logo on frozen bags

      6.  Showcasing packaged product on the BC blueberry 
website - ‘what to look for in-store’

The purpose of the campaign is to lead 

customers through a four step process: 

Awareness, Consideration, Intent and 

Decision. One critical Decision point 

happens right at their local grocer. 

By fall, the Powered by nature campaign 

will use a combination of freezer cooler 

stickers and fresh POS displays to 

animate our media flights right at the 

store level.
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It’s time for YOU to power up.

Any brand campaign depends on a community to augment and amplify its impact. 

Whether you are a grower, a processor, a trade partner or just a lover of local produce 

and farming, we encourage you to roll up your sleeves and get Powered by nature for 

yourself. Here’s how:

      •   Seek out BC blueberry social media feeds – follow, 
comment, share your own content and have fun with  
the brand in all seasons.

      •   Use your personal and business network to post links to  
the new BCblueberries.com website. With over 100 recipes, 
health articles and exciting facts about BC blueberries,  
it’s information worth sharing.

      •   If you are a grower or processor, think how you can use 
Powered by nature with your own marketing, on signage, 
websites, at events… the possibilities are limitless.

The power is yours.
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The mission of the British Columbia Blueberry Council  

is to enhance the viability and strategic development of the 

blueberry industry through promotion, research, industry 

education and relationship building.

Contact Us
#275 32160 South Fraser Way,

Abbotsford, BC V2T 1W5 Canada

Tel: 604 864 2117

Fax: 604 864 2197

info@bcblueberry.com
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